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Enhanced Flow

New Extension
Existing Mall
Walkway

The new 22 000m2 extension connects the mall
in a continuous loop.

Floor plan showing new shopping
area under construction
Background:
Oshana Mall is the first ever mall of this magnitude that is constructed in the northern part
of Namibia in the area known as Ongwediva in Oshana Region.

Right Now
Oshana Mall shopping centre is expanding and improving to enhance its leading position as
the world class, unrivalled shopping and rendezvous destination for millions of local and
international visitors. This second phase development will bring you a refreshed interior as
well as many more leading global and South Africa retail brands.
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The current Pick n Pay Entrance
Phase 2: A platform for big brands
A primary focus for the refurbishment and extension program is to promote shopper flown
through the centre while at the same time meeting the requirements of retailers for additional
retail space. The extension will convert the Centre from its traditional round shape to a
continuous loop which will enhance the shoppers experience by encouraging and promoting
the time honoured art of shopping pleasure. The expansion also will give existing retailers the
opportunity to open a new larger flagship store like Pick ‘n Pay which is going to increase its
size from 3 000m² to 6 000m² which will make it the biggest Pick ‘n Pay store in the whole
Namibia.

The proposed vision of the future of Oshana Mall
An ambitious future
The ultimate long-term vision for Oshana Mall complex is an emergence
of a truly integrated, distinctive development where people aspire to work, live shop and
play. Merging seamlessly with its surroundings, Oshana Mall complex will offer the ultimate
round-the-clock lifestyle environment. The vision is about transformation, inspired at
international level and creating a legacy for tomorrow.

More space, light and ease
of shopping
Bigger
Oshana Mall spectacular expansion will provide an additional 22 000m² of retail space
increasing the mall size to 40 000m² GLA, giving you more variety from the best that local
and international brands have to offer.

Brighter
Fresh, new finishes and a vibrant, sophisticated interior design theme that is warm with
the undertones of a beautiful, rich and diverse Africa – will blend and flow throughout the
shopping centre. The existing courts will also be given magnificent makeovers to complement
the new interior. Each court will take on a different natural theme which will resonate the
warmth and splendor of our continent. Improved lighting will lift and light up the new
features, fittings and floor work and state of the art public facilitates will enhance every
shoppers experience.

Better
Shoppers can also look forward to a new link that will connect the new extension with the
areas between Pick ‘n Pay, Jet and Edgars, this new full-circle route will encompass the
centre and optimise shopper flow

